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The authors compare the sea-ice thickness climatologies from the Global Ice-Ocean
Modeling and Assimilation System (GIOMAS) with satellite observations from the ESA CCI
as well as other in-situ observations (ULS, Airborne measurements).

Measurements and analyses of Antarctic sea ice remain a tricky task as on the one hand in-
situ measurements are rare or very localized and satellite measurements on the other
hand still feature a high uncertainty, especially due to the Antarctic sea-ice snow cover. A
key outcome of the study is the good agreement between GIOMAS and the observed
change in sea-ice volume anomalies before and after Summer 2013. However, compared
to the satellite-based estimates, GIOMAS yields overall lower sea-ice thickness estimates.

The authors state several potential reasons for all discrepancies between GIOMAS and the
observational data, however, these mainly remain suggestions. The study in general poses
a good review on GIOMAS, satellite and in-situ observations and their respective
limitations and some of their causes. However, the study stays in most cases at the
surface of things and some methodological parts remain unclear – at least to this
reviewer.

Therefore, I would recommend publication after some major revisions following my
suggestions/comments outline below. These suggestions are meant to be challenged and
do not necessarily have to be addressed in entirety. As I am no model expert, my
comments are more related to the observational parts but model questions that arise for
me, likely are also questions that would arise for potential future readers.

Major Comments:



L115-120: I have a few questions that I think need to be clarified in more detail to be
understandable by potential readers.

i) How do the authors “convert the GIOMAS data to the observed grid”? Do the authors
use a nearest neighbor approach? How do you handle multiple entries in case of large
resolution differences? Mean? Median? Min? Max? Please elaborate!
ii) how exactly do the authors define the “climatological annual cycle”? From all years
available in GIOMAS? Following some standard reference period like, e.g., 1970-2000?
Please elaborate. Additionally, do the authors only use the averages or also daily
GIOMAS data for their comparisons?

iii) What exactly do the authors mean by “spliced together”? This definitely needs
clarification!

 

L130-L136 and L145-L150: While I enjoy reading these beginning analyses about the
climatologies of Envisat and Cryosat-2 data which I haven’t seen before, I disagree with
some of the authors suggestions.

i) For example, while the resolution, i.e. the spacing between footprints I assume the
authors mean(?), and the footprint size and shape differ substantially between both
sensors, the used retracker algorithms are intentionally the same. Following your
mentioned reference of Paul et al. (2018), the effort of the SICCI project was to keep
things a consistent as possible between sensors to also allow for an as consistent as
possible time series.
ii) Furthermore, following the authors own illustrations between Envisat/Cryosat and
GIOMAS, the made statements following Schwegmann et al. (2016) are just not
applicable anymore. Both references, Paul et al. and Schwegmann et al. refer to
different versions of the SICCI data and can to my understanding not be compared. I
strongly urge the author to reiterate this paragraph. This also relates to L145/146

iii) In L146, I disagree with the fact that this is still disputed. I think there is a clear
understanding in the community that the scattering surface is NOT the snow/ice interface
but everything in the snow is too complex to be able to say WHERE it scatters.

And just in general, while I like to see these data sets being used, one clearly has to point
out their limitations as also mentioned on the official ESA CCI data source: “Note, the
southern hemisphere sea ice thickness dataset is an experimental climate data record, as
the algorithm does not properly considers the impact of the complex snow morphology in



the freeboard retrieval. Sea ice thickness is provided for all months but needs to be
considered biased high in areas with high snow depth and during the southern summer
months. Please consult the Product User Guide (PUG) for more information.” (see
https://catalogue.ceda.ac.uk/uuid/b1f1ac03077b4aa784c5a413a2210bf5)

 

A last general point that I find clearly missing in the authors study with all the given data
at hand is a proper comparison between all observations, i.e. how do satellite observations
and GIOMAS perform directly compared to the observational data? Using not averages but
the daily or monthly data. While it is nice to assume the satellite data is correct. As stated
above, this is likely not true and an overestimation of reality. A proper analysis of this
could really benefit the manuscript and would be of great use to the scientific community!

 

 

Minor Comments and Technical Remarks:

As a non-native English speaker (and writer), I still find some of the phrasing and choice
of words unintuitive and I recommend some language editing. Example comprise the lack
of several “the”’s, the potential use of correct hyphenation (e.g., sea-ice thickness), as
well as multiple sentences starting with “And”.

e.g., L18: “of _the_ model”

L35: “lack” instead of “short”? or “shortage”?

L35: What do the authors mean with “freshwater flux of the SO?” by means of melting sea
ice?

L38/39: This sounds like a pretty exhaustive list- what other data sets would there be?
The way the sentence is phrased suggests this is very limited. While of course the
_amount_ of data from these sources might be – its not by the number different available
sources if the authors know what I mean.



L42: The sentence starting with “while” reads clunky

L49: I think the plural from reanalysis is reanalyses.

L50: Stop sentence after “alone.” and start the next one with “Reanalyses merge the
information […]”

L53: Do not start the sentence with “And”.

L63: I think it should be algorithmS.

L67: see comment to Line 53.

L92: CCI is not properly introduced as abbreviation (only in the context of SICCI)

L93: The authors should probably introduce freeboard a bit earlier already.

L108/109: This means an EM Bird like instrument?

L120: THE trend!

L158: Maybe this is a result from the coarse resolution of the assimilated SSM/I SIC data?
Clearly, this would be unable to resolve especially polynya, fast-ice and thin-ice signatures
close to the coast.

Figure 1: As a figure enthusiast, I would urge the authors to use a better fitting
land/iceshelf mask for their figures. While the Ronne/Filcher areas are shown as “land” the
Ross ice shelf is not visible at all. The authors could consider using data from Natural
Earth or other similar sources.



Figure 2: It might be my printer, but the two different shade colors for the uncertainty are
hard to differentiate. I would assume the wider ones belongs to Envisat but I can not tell
for sure.
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